
THE          7 BIGGEST MISTAKES THAT 
PHARMA MARKETERS 
MAKE ON LINKEDIN



Can you afford to neglect LinkedIn?
With around 225 million users1, LinkedIn is a relatively small network 
compared to Facebook (around a billion users) and Twitter (around 500 
million users). But what it lacks in size it more than compensates for in 
the amount of business generated. 
LinkedIn has the highest visitor-to-lead conversion rate of any social network2.  
At 2.74%, it is almost 3 times higher than both Twitter (0.69%) and Facebook (0.77%).

It’s not surprising: LinkedIn has a higher concentration of business-focused people 
who don’t have time to waste, so they cut to the chase. You’ll find little in the way of 
chit-chat here.

Most importantly, LinkedIn generates results quicker than other social networks. With 
a proactive lead-generation programme, you can open the floodgates to a rush of leads 
within minutes.

For companies in the pharma industry LinkedIn is a particularly useful tool.

While pharma has been notoriously slow to take up social media, its executives have a 
strong presence on LinkedIn. Instead of worrying about the regulatory pitfalls of writing 
for the web, you can concentrate on business networking.

Many companies squander this opportunity through making basic LinkedIn mistakes. In 
this booklet, I outline the seven biggest – and show you how to avoid them. 

None of these steps will cost you any money and they won’t even take up a lot of your 
time. But by following them, you will have a headstart on your competitors in achieving 
LinkedIn success. 

 
Danny Bermant 

1Figures from early 2013 
2According to research by Hubspot
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1 HAVING AN EMPTY LINKEDIN PROFILE

If you’re a really busy person and don’t have time to read the rest of 
this e-book, this is the one you really can’t afford to skip.
Users spend more time looking at LinkedIn profiles than anything else. So at the very 
least, you need to make sure your profile is complete and up-to-date.

Research has found that no matter how rigorous the preparation, the key decisions 
about a candidate are made within the first 15 seconds of an interview. A similar thing 
can be said about LinkedIn. 

You have only a few seconds to convince someone viewing your profile that you are 
worth doing business with before they go elsewhere. The first thing people are going to 
see when they view your LinkedIn profile is your headshot and basic details:

Be honest with yourself. Look at the top of your LinkedIn profile. Would you hire this person?

If you’re to pass the 15 second test, these are three of the steps you need to take:

Get a professional headshot! You wouldn’t walk into a client meeting with 
a paper bag over your head, yet creating a profile that has no headshot 
has precisely the same effect! No employer or client will be interested in 
someone they can’t see. 

And don’t just take a photo on your camera phone. Go to a corporate 
photographer and get it done professionally. It makes a huge difference to 
how clients see you. 

Make sure it focuses on your head and shoulders rather than your whole 
body, and it goes without saying: no photos of pets, or of your kids. This is 
all about your professional image!

1
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1 HAVING AN EMPTY LINKEDIN PROFILE

I was once running a LinkedIn training seminar and started by asking each of the 
delegates what they did. One said she was a “sales rep”. 

When I pushed her to elaborate, she said she was a sales rep at a pharmaceutical 
company which specialised in respiratory equipment. But that still wasn’t specific 
enough. There are likely to be hundreds of sales reps selling respiratory equipment. 

Finally she explained that she delivers respiratory devices that protect medical staff 
from contracting infections from their patients… 

So which sounds more attractive to you? “Sales Rep”? Or “Protecting medical staff 
from respiratory infections”?

Be specific about what you do. Your professional headline is the heading 
that appears directly under your name. Most LinkedIn users mistakenly 
see this as the place to put their job title. 

But that’s a waste. It’s your main opportunity to explain to clients how 
you can help them. 

If you look at my profile, you’ll see that I’ve said “Social media that 
converts your followers into clients. Supporting medium sized businesses. 
Specialising in pharma.” 

My title isn’t given until much lower down. Instead, I’ve been very specific 
about what service I offer, who to, and what my clients get out of it. 

2

Contact information. Make sure you list your email address, phone 
number, web address, Twitter handle and even Skype address so that 
those looking for you can easily contact you. 

Then customise your LinkedIn address to something short and 
memorable, e.g. uk.linkedin.com/in/yourname/ This will also make it 
easier to include your LinkedIn information on your business card!

3

Professional headlines also matter because they help you get found on LinkedIn’s 
search engine. If someone searches for a healthcare director with experience of 
diabetes medication and you include that in your professional headline, not only will 
you appear higher in the search results, you will also stand out from all the other 
competitors who have simply said “Health Director” in their headline. 
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2 HAVING A BLANK COMPANY PAGE 
(OR WORSE, NO PAGE AT ALL!)

To get new business on LinkedIn, it’s not enough to have a personal 
LinkedIn account. You need a company page as well.

Most businesses don’t have one – or at best, keep it very basic. But without a company 
page, it’s very hard for potential clients on your LinkedIn profile to find out more 
about your business. Particularly if your brand is not well known, how are they going 
to understand who you work for, what your company does and why they need to do 
business with you?

Sure, they can Google your corporate website, or find their way to it through your profile, 
but they are most likely to click on the company name prominently listed to the right of 
your picture. This links to the company page.

At the very least, this should include all basic company information including your history, 
location, size, product / service range, recent news stories and PR.
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2 HAVING A BLANK COMPANY PAGE 
(OR WORSE, NO PAGE AT ALL!)

Here are 5 ways to ensure your company page is set up properly:

1
Make your page mirror your website in look and feel to enforce your brand 
identity. You can upload a banner (like on your Facebook company page) as 
well as pictures and video. You can even create a sub page where you can list 
your products and services (IF APPROPRIATE).

2
Like Facebook, you can post status updates where you can share with your 
audience content that will be of interest to them. Status updates can be liked, 
shared and commented on by your audience. Always ensure that updates 
include visuals as these will have a far higher rate of engagement than 
simple text updates.  

3
Employees who are on LinkedIn should be listed on your company page, 
allowing visitors to connect to them as well. Your employees should share 
your company’s status updates on their own profiles, allowing your messages 
to reach a much wider audience.

Remember, if you don’t have a company page, your company is invisible on LinkedIn.

Finally, it’s not good enough to simply set a page up, you need to drive followers 
to it. Consider using “sponsored updates” to attract a wider audience. LinkedIn’s 
paid service enables you to broadcast your status updates to a targeted 
audience who would not otherwise know about you. E.g. Chief Executives in the 
Medical Devices Industry aged 35-55 based in London. 

5

4
Have a strong call to action that drives enquiries and closer interaction with 
your company. Think carefully about the next step you want visitors to your 
company page to take: Connect with you personally? Visit your website? Sign 
up for an event? Then make that step clear! 
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2 HAVING A BLANK COMPANY PAGE 
(OR WORSE, NO PAGE AT ALL!)

Roche is a fine example of a company that does their LinkedIn company page well

1. Roche has an active presence, with status updates shared on a daily basis

2. It promotes its brand by sharing personal stories told by both staff and patients 
such as Vivian, breast cancer sufferer

3. It has built up an engaged audience who regularly like and comment  
on its updates

4. It posts useful information for 
investors such as its annual report

5. It uses its page for recruitment  
by profiling key staff at the company 

6. Its page includes a careers section 
where you can find out more about 
what it’s like to work at Roche
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3 SENDING BLANK CONNECTION REQUESTS

I recently received a standard invitation to connect with someone I had 
met at a conference. I didn’t remember her but she remembered me. 
Fortunately I messaged her back to ask if I could help her and she then 
reminded me where we’d met. We went on to cooperate on a pitch and 
won business together.
I have also had LinkedIn invites from 
people my customers recommended 
contact me, but again, because the invite 
was blank – that is, just followed the 
standard template and text (right) - I 
didn’t know anything about them. 

What both these examples emphasise is 
that you need to remind people or explain 
to them why you want to connect with 
them. They may have no idea who you 
are or why they should accept.

To avoid being ignored – and reported for 
spam, which could have potentially serious consequences for your LinkedIn presence – 
tailor the personal note to the circumstances.

Here are three basic rules to follow: 

3 If you’re connecting to a complete stranger because of a possible business 
opportunity, it’s fine to say that you have interests or groups in common.

1 Remind people how you met and in what context, e.g. at a medical devices 
conference where you were introduced by a mutual business associate.

2 If you are interacting in order to get a person’s input, expertise or feedback, say 
so upfront. People like it when they’re valued and when the person asking for 
their contribution is honest and open about what they are looking for.

Bonus tip: Once someone has accepted your connection request, send a short 
note telling them how much you appreciate the connection and directing them to 
find out more about your business on your company page.
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4 FAILING TO INCLUDE PHOTOS 
AND VIDEO IN YOUR PROFILE

• Are you a commercial director or 
regional business manager?

• Do you work in Human Resources? 

• Maybe you’re responsible for bringing 
a product to market? 

Up until recently, if you created videos, 
reports or presentations, LinkedIn 
would be the last place on your list 
to showcase them: it was impossible 
to do without using third party apps. 
Annoying!

Now this has all changed. LinkedIn has rolled out a new feature that allows you to 
display images and video on your profile. And it’s not just helpful to creative types. 

The new LinkedIn feature allows you to:

• Upload or share slideshows or PowerPoint presentations

• Share YouTube videos

• Upload graphics or link to graphics on your website

• Link to more profile shots of you

Which in turn allows you to share your ideas, your creativity and your personality. 

Just because you work in a regulated industry, does that mean you need to be dull? True, 
you may not be able to market your products, but there are so many other ways that 
visuals can bring your profile to life. 
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4 FAILING TO INCLUDE PHOTOS 
AND VIDEO IN YOUR PROFILE

Here are just three suggestions of how to take advantage of this feature:

Does your company have presentations, reports, photos and video? This is a good time 
to check with your marketing and communications departments and see if there’s any 
visual material that will help tell a story about you and your company. 

Remember, visuals speak louder than words!
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3 Create an infographic from stats about your company, for your company 
page. Focus on your successes! Again, so much more compelling than a  
dry list of facts.

1 Share video testimonials of satisfied clients. So much more convincing than 
a paragraph of text.

2 Share a video of you speaking at a conference. If they can see you and hear you, 
visitors to your profile will begin to feel they know you – and feel much more 
confident about connecting to you, and ultimately, doing business with you.



5 NOT SHARING CONTENT

LinkedIn enables you to share content with your audience via status 
updates, both on your personal profile and your company profile. 
It is essential to do so to remain visible to your contacts, and to 
demonstrate your expertise. 
Yet many Pharma companies are terrified to say anything lest they fall foul of the ABPI 
regulations.  And where they do share content, it is often all about them. They talk about 
their business; their products (where the ABPI allows); their members of staff; their 
events. After all, that’s what they’re there to promote, right?

The problem is, the people they are trying to reach are also only interested in themselves. 
They don’t really want to hear about your upcoming seminar or the launch of your new 
respiratory device. They are put off by what comes across as pushy sales tactics.

How do companies bridge that gap? With the 20-80 rule.
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For 20% of the time, go right ahead and talk 
directly about your news, events and products 
(again, if regulations allow).

For 80% of the time, talk about issues 
that are tangentially connected, but of 
great interest to your audience. 

80%

20%

Draw them in with added 
value, make your brand 
relevant to their lives, 
and build an emotional 
connection for when they 
really do want to find out 
about your products.



5 NOT SHARING CONTENT

One company that does this really well is Astra Zeneca. Once in a while on their LinkedIn 
page, they’ll explicitly talk about themselves:
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But most of the time, they much more 
subtly promote health and wellbeing, with 
inspirational quotes from famous scientists…

...facts about doctors that have 
changed the face of modern medicine...

and even a little humour!

With over 243,000 followers, they’ve got it down pat.

They also use their page to advise candidates on the dos 
and don’ts when applying for a job at the company:



5 NOT SHARING CONTENT
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HOW YOU CAN EASILY START TODAY

Resist the urge to send out your latest press release, and start thinking about 
what your niche target market wants to hear – rather than what you want to tell 
them. This can take a big attitude shift, but it’s key.

For Pharma companies that are restricted about how they can promote their 
products, this is good news. Focusing on your patients’ lives and healthcare issues 
rather than on your medicines is not a compromise. It’s the way social media is 
supposed to be done!

HERE ARE 4 TIPS FOR SHARING USEFUL PHARMA CONTENT

3
Whatever you talk about, give it a human dimension. Your audience will  
find it far easier to relate to what you’re describing. Have you developed a 
new hearing aid? Share first-hand stories from people with hearing-loss  
and how they have coped.

4 If you are developing content for other platforms, share it on LinkedIn –  
and vice versa. Although the social media platforms do differ, a lot of  
content can be repurposed and re-used.

1 Be aware of the ABPI regulations but don’t let that put you off social media. 
Many Pharma companies promote themselves safely and responsibly, and 
you can as well.

2
Don’t talk about your company; focus on helping your audience. If you’re  
providing cancer treatment, share content that will be helpful to patients and 
doctors (depending on who you are trying to reach). Health tips, inspirational 
thoughts, advice on living with cancer, news updates and interesting facts  
about the history of medicine will do far more to promote your brand than  
any sales pitch.



6 NOT BEING ACTIVE ON LINKEDIN GROUPS

Having a completed profile is great, but if you don’t interact with other 
users, you’re missing a major opportunity!
LinkedIn has numerous groups where you can engage with others working in the 
Pharma and Healthcare industry.  This is a great way to forge a more personal 
connection to influential people, who may be good business partners or able to connect 
you to them; to display thought leadership; to get a great feel for the issues that are 
concerning your peers; and to genuinely learn from others.

So how can you make the most of LinkedIn groups? First of all, join the right ones! Here 
are four tips you can implement today: 

1
Think about what you want to get out of the groups. Are you looking for 
information, to deepen your understanding of certain trends, or are you purely 
after business leads? This will affect the type of group you want to join. 

There are official groups representing professional associations and trade 
bodies as well as unofficial groups comprised of pharma professionals who 
work in the same field as you. In order not to waste time, pick carefully.

2 Size is not everything. Big groups are not necessarily the best – some 
groups can have thousands of members, yet never produce any discussions. 
You want groups that are active. 
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6 NOT BEING ACTIVE ON LINKEDIN GROUPS

Most importantly, once you’ve joined a few groups, you need to be active. Ensure that 
you regularly monitor them to see what sort of comments or discussions are being 
posted. If they’re relevant to you, respond if possible. Initiate discussions yourself and if 
people join in, always answer them. Doing this not only raises your profile but enables 
you to share your expertise and thus gain credibility.

Finally, if you really want to draw attention to yourself and your company, be interesting! 
The more engaging and relevant your discussions, the more intrigue it will create about 
who you are and what you do. 

Some great Pharma groups worth joining

3
Follow your clients. Check out which groups your top clients belong to (you’ll 
see this information at the bottom of their profile). Not only will these groups 
contain similar businesses, it will also help you stay in touch with people you 
already do business with.

4
Go for Closed groups. Some groups are open to everyone; they are called 
‘open groups’. With others, you need to wait for approval from the group 
administrator in order to join. These closed groups are generally preferable as 
they have better quality control: Spammers are kept out and discussions are 
moderated to ensure they’re not promotions. 
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If you search for “pharmaceutical” groups, LinkedIn returns over 4,000 results! 
Here are a few of the most active ones you want to consider. Just click on the 
names to reach them directly.

• Professionals in the Pharmaceutical and Biotech Industry  
(Over 170,000 members)

• Biotech & Pharma Professionals Network (Over 94,000 members)

• Pharmaceutical and Health Marketing (Over 65,000 members)

• Pharma Connections Worldwide (Over 48,000 members)

• Pharmaceutical Professionals Worldwide (Nearly 10,000 members)

http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=61852
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Biotech-Pharma-Professionals-Network-60035
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=28204
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=58888
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=3645557


7 SELLING ON LINKEDIN GROUPS 
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You’ve heard of SPAM. But have 
you heard of SWAM? For LinkedIn 
users, it’s deadly…. 
In order to reduce spam in LinkedIn groups, 
the site allows group moderators and 
other group members to flag and block 
anyone they regard as a spammer. 

The catch is, once you’re blocked from one 
group – you’re blocked from all of them. 

It’s called ‘Site-Wide Auto Moderation.’

This is pretty much a death sentence for 
your LinkedIn account. Your comments 
and posts simply stop appearing in groups, 
sometimes for months on end.

The most common reason for being blocked is that you are selling your service 
or product too overtly. Instead of offering genuine insight into the subject of the 
discussion, you talk about – you!

The problem is, users and group owners don’t need a reason to block you. They may 
have simply decided your business is not suitable for their group. They may regard you 
as a competitor and thus a potential threat. Or they might just not like your content.



7 SELLING ON LINKEDIN GROUPS 

Above all else, put yourself in the shoes of the group moderator. Many of them 
are unaware that blocking you means you will be blocked from all groups. They are 
swamped by numerous discussions and it’s not always so easy to differentiate the 
spammers from the genuine marketers. If you can make life easier for them, you’ll 
ultimately make life easier for yourself.

1
Never post links to your website, even if it’s really relevant to your discussion.  
Any link to your website can be considered a promotion and therefore spam. 

Ideally, avoid links to all external websites as some group owners have taken 
an even stricter line and have banned links altogether. If there’s an article you 
really want to quote, cite the publication in your discussion, but don’t link to it. 

2
Familiarise yourself with the rules of your group. Not all groups have rules, but 
those that do are pretty strict about them. Click on the “I” icon on the group 
header to find them. 

Even if you’ve read the rules previously, before you post, read them again. 
Rules can change and if you break them, there’s no right of appeal.

3
Ensure that discussions are relevant. If you’re a member of several groups, 
you might be tempted to use software such as Hootsuite to share the same 
post simultaneously on several groups. Don’t! The subject matter of each 
group will be different and you discussion will end up sounding irrelevant.

For example, if you’re talking about e-cigarettes, what relevance would that 
have to a group about medical staffing?

The more relevant the discussion is to the group, the less likely you are  
to be accused of trying to promote your business directly – which is the 
ultimate no-no. 

So how do you benefit from LinkedIn groups without falling foul of the group owners? 
Here are three of the top five ways to avoid being SWAMmed:
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• Do you sell to other pharma companies?

• Are you keen to generate high-quality leads?

• Do less than 50% of your leads come  
from LinkedIn?

If the answer to these questions is ‘yes’, 
visit www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk  
for details of our bespoke programmes, workshops, live online 
meetings, strategic guidance and blog, where I share with you:
• The top 6 ways to minimise risk on social media if you’re in a regulated industry

• Three ways to use LinkedIn to find relevant leads

• Five ways to convert LinkedIn connections into sales

• Crucial do’s and don’ts when launching a LinkedIn lead-generation campaign

• Examples of pharma companies that are rocking social media.

You too can convert your LinkedIn contacts into new contracts!

Wishing you every success,

Danny

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU CAN NOW AVOID THE TOP 7 
MISTAKES PHARMA MARKETERS MAKE ON LINKEDIN.
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http://www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk/blog/pharma/
http://www.brainstormdesignltd.com/blog/social-media/in-a-regulated-industry--how-to-minimise-risk-on-social-media.php
http://www.brainstormdesignltd.com/blog/linkedin/are-you-missing-these-7-ways-to-find-leads-on-linkedin.php
http://www.brainstormdesignltd.com/blog/social-media/2-pharma-linkedin-company-pages-that-rock.php


Danny is one of the UK’s top lead-generation experts, helping 
companies generate new business through their social media activity. 
He has a particular interest in B2B and in the pharmaceutical and healthcare sectors.

Since he founded Brainstorm Digital in 2000, the London-based agency has  
given hundreds of companies the skills, knowledge, and confidence to bring in new  
business online. 

As well as delivering the majority of Brainstorm’s training courses, Danny is a  
sought-after speaker who regularly addresses business schools and conferences  
on how social media can be used for client acquisition. 

He is author of The Influencer Outreach Guide - How to convert brand influencers into 
brand advocates, and The Youtube Marketing Guide.

ABOUT DANNY

For regular tips on how to succeed online, 
follow my blog at  
http://brainstorm-digital.co.uk/blog
We also have a special section on Pharma at: 
www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk/blog/pharma/

To find out more about how you can generate more leads for your 
business, visit our website http://www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk  
or call Danny on 020 8953 8820. You can also email him at  
danny@brainstorm-digital.co.uk.  

And don’t forget to connect on Linkedin  
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/brainstormdigital
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Enjoyed this guide? Know anyone else who might find it useful? 
Please spread the word:

http://www.smartinsights.com/guides/youtube-marketing-guide/
http://www.smartinsights.com/guides/influencer-outreach-guide/
http://www.smartinsights.com/guides/influencer-outreach-guide/
mailto:enteryour@addresshere.com?subject=The 7 Mistakes That Pharma Marketers Make on LinkedIn&body=I thought you might enjoy this guide on the 7 Mistakes That Pharma Marketers Make on LinkedIn (and how to avoid them), available to download from www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk/9mistakes
http://twitter.com/share?text=Check out this FREE guide: The 7 Mistakes That Pharma Marketers Make on LinkedIn www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk/7pharma I recommend it!
https://plus.google.com/share?url=www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk/7pharma
http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk/7pharma

